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Non-classical state generation is an important component throughout experimental quantum sci-
ence for quantum information applications and probing the fundamentals of physics. Here, we
investigate permutations of quantum non-demolition quadrature measurements and single quanta
addition/subtraction to prepare quantum superposition states in bosonic systems. The performance
of each permutation is quantified and compared using several different non-classicality criteria includ-
ing Wigner negativity, non-classical depth, and optimal fidelity with a coherent state superposition.
We also compare the performance of our protocol using squeezing instead of a quadrature mea-
surement and find that the purification provided by the quadrature measurement can significantly
increase the non-classicality generated. Our approach is ideally suited for implementation in light-
matter systems such as quantum optomechanics and atomic spin ensembles, and offers considerable
robustness to initial thermal occupation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Probing the foundations of quantum mechanics as well
as developing a powerful suite of quantum-enhanced tech-
nologies are two current major themes of experimental
quantum science. To these ends, generating and studying
non-classicality in massive macroscopic systems allows
for a greater understanding of the quantum-to-classical
transition as well as the development of quantum in-
formation and metrology applications. Experimental ef-
forts towards these goals are diversifying and gaining in-
creasing interest with example physical platforms now
including matter-wave interferometers [1], atomic spin-
ensembles [2], superconducting circuits [3, 4], and cavity
opto-mechanical systems [5, 6].
In quantum optics, one of the key tools used for quan-
tum state preparation is quantum measurement. With
this approach, a quantum state is conditionally generated
by a measurement and the state’s properties are created
by a combination of Bayesian inference and quantum
back-action. Quantum-measurement-based state prepa-
ration has been used extensively and to great success in
purely optical experiments to: prepare squeezed states
via quadrature back-action evading or quantum non-
demolition (QND) measurement [7, 8], generate quantum
non-Guassian states by photon addition and subtrac-
tion [9–14], and utilising the path entanglement from a
quantum state on a beam-splitter to prepare non-classical
states with linear measurement [15, 16]. Quantum mea-
surement offers considerable versatility to prepare a large
range of different quantum states and, e.g., excellent ap-
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proximations to the coherent state superposition, or cat
state, can be generated. This state is studied extensively
throughout quantum optics and is of particular interest
for quantum information [17, 18] and quantum metrol-
ogy [19] applications.
Building from the techniques developed in optics,
quantum measurement is now being explored for non-
classical state preparation of matter-based systems such
as atomic spin ensembles and the motion of mechani-
cal resonators. For atomic ensembles, spin squeezing
by measurement is now an established technique [20–
22] and very recently heralded single quanta addition
has been employed to generate non-Gaussian states [23]
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FIG. 1: (Colour online.) Example quantum state preparation
protocol using single quanta addition followed by a quadra-
ture measurement. The initial state is a low occupation ther-
mal state (Gaussian Wigner function shown on the left). Sin-
gle quanta addition, bˆ†, creates a region of Wigner negativity
(blue) at the centre of the distribution (shown in the cen-
tre). Finally, we perform an X-quadrature measurement, Υˆ,
selecting outcomes close to X = 0, which creates a ‘kitten’
state—approximately a cat state (shown on the right). This
and other permutations of quantum measurements are stud-
ied here.
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2with significant Wigner negativity [24]. In optomechan-
ics, squeezing of a mechanical quadrature of motion can
be achieved deterministically by using a parametric mod-
ulation, which has been used to demonstrate squeezing
of thermal motion [25]. Alternatively, squeezing can be
achieved by a back-action evading measurement such as
a stroboscopic [26] or two-toned measurement [27, 28].
Pulsed interactions also allow for cooling and squeez-
ing by measurement as well as quantum state tomogra-
phy [29, 30], and can be used in sequence to generate
a quantum optomechanical interface [31–33]. Though
much of the current focus of optomechanics is on lin-
ear interactions and measurement, non-Guassian oper-
ations are now also being explored by conditioning on
single photon counting. By analogy to heralded single
photon generation using parametric down-conversion in
optics, a cavity optomechanical scheme for heralded sin-
gle phonon addition and subtraction by single photon
detection was proposed in Ref. [34]. There, the detec-
tion of a single photon shifted down (up) by the mechan-
ical frequency heralds a phonon addition (subtraction)
process. Single photon counting was used to generate a
non-classical state of motion of the Terahertz frequency
lattice vibration in a diamond crystal [35] and exper-
imental progress in optomechanics using single photon
detection has very recently been made [36, 37]. State
generation by quantum measurement is also very useful
for multi-mode quantum state engineering. Indeed, using
a single photon detection event, entanglement between
the vibrational states of two diamond crystals has been
generated [38], and techniques for mechanical N00N
state generation have been proposed [39, 40], as well as
schemes to entangle atomic ensembles with mechanical
motion [41, 42]. In addition, a scheme has been recently
proposed that utilises an optomechanical interaction with
a non-classical optical field prepared via photon subtrac-
tion to conditionally generate non-classical mechanical
states [43].
Unlike optical fields, massive bosonic systems are of-
ten incoherently excited due to their lower resonance fre-
quency. For example, mechanical oscillators can undergo
thermal Brownian motion, and spin ensembles may have
imperfect spin polarization. Such impurity adds to the
challenge of non-classical state engineering in these sys-
tems and has largely been neglected in the theoretical
optics literature for non-classical state generation. Here,
we analyze the use of QND quadrature measurements in
combination with single quanta addition or subtraction
for non-classical state generation in bosonic systems (see
Fig. 1). The use of measurement instead of parametric
squeezing alleviates the challenge of initial state impu-
rity and also allows the protocol to be applied in light-
matter systems where QND quadrature measurements
are more easily implemented. We analyze the states pre-
pared by the different permutations of these operations
and compare them to the states that can be generated
using squeezing instead of a quadrature measurement.
For a finite thermal occupation, it is a non-trivial prob-
lem to identify which sequence of these operations yields
the greatest non-classicality. The use of a QND quadra-
ture measurement for this type of protocol has not been
previously considered and, as is detailed below, offers
several advantages. We characterise the non-classicality
generated by our scheme using three figures of merit: (i)
Wigner negativity [44]; (ii) non-classical depth [45, 46];
and (iii) optimal fidelity with a cat state [47]. We de-
scribe our scheme primarily in the context of cavity op-
tomechanics, however, our results are directly applicable
to atomic spin ensembles and other bosonic systems such
as microwave cavity QED.
II. HYBRID QUANTUM MEASUREMENT
SCHEME
An opto-mechanical setup to allow for both strong po-
sition measurements and single phonon addition or sub-
traction is shown in Fig. 2(a). The setup comprises a sin-
gle mechanical oscillator that couples via radiation pres-
sure to two independent optical cavity modes with quite
different parameters. On the left side is a high-bandwidth
cavity that allows for pulsed QND mechanical position
measurements [29]. This type of measurement requires
operation in the regime where the cavity decay rate is
much larger than the mechanical angular frequency, i.e.,
κ ω (which is sometimes referred to as the ‘bad-cavity
regime’). This requirement is to ensure that the me-
chanical position is negligibly changed, and hence unper-
turbed, by the opto-mechanical back-action noise during
the pulsed interaction. After the pulse has reflected from
the cavity the phase quadrature of the pulse is measured
by homodyne detection in order to estimate the mechan-
ical position. The action of such a measurement can be
described, in the linearised regime, by the measurement
operator
Υˆ(χ, PL) = pi
−1/4 exp[− 12 (PL − χXˆ)2] , (1)
where PL is the measurement outcome, Xˆ = (bˆ+ bˆ
†)/
√
2
is the mechanical position operator, χ quantifies the
strength of the position measurement [48], and bˆ is the
phonon annihilation operator. For a given initial me-
chanical state of motion ρin the state following the mea-
surement is given by ρout(PL) = [Υˆ(χ, PL) ◦ ρin]/Pr(PL),
where Pr(PL) = Tr[Υˆ(χ, PL) ◦ ρin] is the probability dis-
tribution for the measurement outcome [49], and the cir-
cle denotes action (i.e., Oˆ ◦ ρ = OˆρOˆ†). On the right
side of the double cavity setup in Fig. 2(a) is a narrow-
linewidth cavity that allows for phonon addition or sub-
traction via an optical drive on the blue or red side-
band, respectively, followed by detection of a single pho-
ton spectrally selected on the cavity resonance, as was
proposed in Ref. [34]. Here, when a photon is detected
with a frequency shifted down or up by ω, due to en-
ergy conservation, a phonon must have been added or
subtracted, respectively. This scheme requires operation
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FIG. 2: (Colour online.) Example bosonic systems that
can implement our hybrid quantum measurement protocol.
(a) An opto-mechanical system with a single mechanical os-
cillator (position quadrature Xˆ) interacts via radiation pres-
sure with two cavity modes. On the left is a short cavity
for mechanical position measurements where the cavity decay
rate κ is much larger than the mechanical angular frequency
ω. A short cavity simultaneously allows for high finesse and
large bandwidth allowing a rapid measurement of the mechan-
ical position using a drive pulse with zero detuning (∆ = 0)
followed by an optical phase quadrature measurement with
homodyne interferometry. On the right is a long cavity for in-
teraction in the resolved-sideband regime (κ ω) for phonon
addition or subtraction. These operations require detuning at
the blue or red sidebands (∆ = ±ω) and a single photon de-
tection event heralds the addition or subtraction of a phonon,
respectively. (b) Left: An atomic spin ensemble also provides
an ideal experimental framework to implement this quantum-
measurement-based state preparation scheme. QND quadra-
ture measurements can be performed by polarization based
homodyne detection and single quantum addition or subtrac-
tion are possible with single photon detection. Right: Atomic
level diagram showing single quanta addition, i.e., transfer of
a spin from the initial state |↑〉 to |↓〉 via an excited state |e〉
by detection of a scattered photon denoted by the wiggly red
line.
in the resolved-sideband regime, i.e., κ  ω, so that
addition or subtraction can be individually performed,
and, furthermore, the opto-mechanical coupling strength
and the mechanical excitation must be weak in order to
minimise multi-phonon excitations. In this case the mea-
surement operator for phonon subtraction is θ2 bˆ and the
measurement operator for phonon addition is εbˆ† where θ2
is the effective opto-mechanical beam-splitter parameter,
and ε is the effective two-mode squeezing parameter.
These two measurement-based operations can also be
realised in an atomic spin ensemble (cf. Fig. 2(b)), which,
for a large number of atoms, can be approximated as a
bosonic mode. For this case, the analogue of the position
measurement, Eq. (1), can be achieved by measuring the
polarisation rotation of an optical probe using a polariza-
tion based homodyne detection technique [2]. The ana-
logue of single quantum addition or subtraction, i.e., sin-
gle spin excitation, is achieved by detecting a scattered
photon during a weak Raman-type excitation [23, 24].
We would like to highlight at this point that our results
and analysis are not restricted to describing particular
experimental approaches to quadrature measurement or
single quanta addition or subtraction, and can be read-
ily applied to other approaches and bosonic systems that
realize measurement operators of the same form.
We examine the non-classicality generated by per-
mutations of these two measurement-based operations,
where one is applied immediately after the other. In
addition, we compare these cases to what can be gen-
erated with squeezing instead of a quadrature measure-
ment. Specifically, we analyse the action of the following
eight cases:
bˆ( ,†)Sˆ, and bˆ( ,†)Υˆ,
Sˆbˆ( ,†), and Υˆbˆ( ,†),
(2)
where Sˆ(r) = exp[ 12r(bˆ
2− bˆ†2)] is the single mode squeez-
ing operator with squeezing parameter r, and the super-
scripts in brackets indicate that both addition or sub-
traction can be performed.
III. MODEL AND FIGURES OF MERIT
A particularly useful tool for understanding quantum
states of a harmonic mode is the quasi-probability distri-
bution. The most common examples of quasi-probability
distributions are the Glauber-Sudarshan P -, Wigner W -,
and Husimi Q-functions [50]. The P -function, which
given a density matrix ρ, is defined via
ρ =
∫
d2βP (β) |β〉 〈β| . (3)
The P -, W -, and Q-functions correspond to normal, sym-
metric, and anti-normal ordering, respectively. Also note
that the W -function’s marginals are probability distri-
butions. In fact, all three of these quasi-probability dis-
tributions are special cases of the generalised Cahill R-
function (the R-function is similar to an s-parameterised
Wigner function). Following Ref. [45], we define an R-
function from the P -function thus
Rτ (β) =
1
piτ
∫
d2β′ exp(−|β − β′|2/τ)P (β′). (4)
Substituting τ = 0, 12 , or 1 yields the P -, W -, or Q-
function respectively. More generally, τ can take on ar-
bitrary values to describe distributions between the P -,
W -, and Q-functions.
Non-classicality of a quantum state can be readily
quantified once the R-function is known. A state may
be deemed non-classical if the P -function does not ex-
ist. Additionally, a sufficient criterion for non-classicality
4is negativity in W -function. Of the P -, W -, and Q-
distributions, only the Q-function both always exists and
is always positive, thus constituting an acceptable prob-
ability distribution. To quantify non-classicality in our
scheme we use two measures: (i) Wigner negativity (the
total integrated negativity in the W -function) and (ii)
non-classical depth (roughly, the minimum τ such that
Rτ is an acceptable probability distribution). Both of
these measures are defined more precisely below. It
should also be highlighted that since the W -function
always exists and completely characterizes a quantum
state, it is a useful tool for visualising quantum states.
Before any operations are applied to the mechanical
oscillator it is assumed to be in a thermal state with
occupation n¯. We may describe this with the density
matrix ρn¯ = (1 + n¯)
−1[n¯/(1 + n¯)]bˆ
†bˆ [50]. From Eqs. (3)
and (4) the R-function for a thermal state is
Rτ,n¯(β) = [pi(τ + n¯)]
−1 exp[−|β|2/(τ + n¯)]. (5)
By using commutation relations for Sˆ and bˆ(,†), all the
squeezing cases in Eq. (2) may be written in the form
ρSˆ =
√
fbˆ(,†) Sˆ(r)(νbˆ+ µbˆ
†) ◦ ρn¯, (6)
where
√
fbˆ(,†) =
θ
2 or ε depending upon whether we
are subtracting or adding a phonon respectively. The
constants ν and µ for each squeezing case—Sˆbˆ(,†) or
bˆ(,†)Sˆ—are listed in Appendix A. Similarly, by decom-
posing the measurement operator as Υˆ(χ, PL) ◦ ρn¯ =√
fΥˆ(PL)Sˆ(ξ)Dˆ(ζPL) ◦ ρm¯ [29] where Dˆ(δ) = exp(δbˆ† −
δ∗bˆ) is the displacement operator and
fΥˆ(PL) = (2piσ
2
L)
−1/2 exp[−P 2L/(2σ2L)], (7)
2σ2L = 1 + χ
2(1 + 2n¯), (8)
ξ = 14 log{[χ2 + (1 + 2n¯)][χ2 + (1 + 2n¯)−1]}, (9)
ζ = [χ2 + (1 + 2n¯)−1]−1χeξ, and (10)
m¯ = 12{
√
[χ2 + (1 + 2n¯)][χ2 + (1 + 2n¯)−1]−1 − 1},
(11)
all the quadrature measurement cases in (2) may be writ-
ten in the form
ρΥˆ(PL)
=
√
fbˆ(,†)fΥˆ(PL)Sˆ(ξ)Dˆ(ζPL)(νbˆ+ µbˆ
† + λPL) ◦ ρm¯.
(12)
The constants ν, µ, and λ for each measurement case—
Υˆbˆ(,†) or bˆ(,†)Υˆ—are listed in Appendix A. Motivated by
the fact that if PL = 0 then Eqs. (6) and (12) are equiva-
lent, we identify ξ as an effective squeezing parameter and
m¯ as an effective thermal occupation. These forms for
squeezing and measurement are particularly convenient,
however the explicit expressions of the corresponding R-
functions, which we denote Rτ,Sˆ and Rτ,Υˆ respectively,
are somewhat cumbersome and have therefore been rele-
gated to Appendix B.
In the above we have been careful to keep the R-
functions Rτ,Sˆ and Rτ,Υˆ non-normalised such that their
probability distributions are PrSˆ =
∫
d2βRτ,Sˆ(β) and
PrΥˆ(PL) =
∫
d2βRτ,Υˆ(β;PL) respectively [49]. Since
phonon addition or subtraction is discrete and squeezing
is deterministic, the heralding probability of the squeez-
ing cases pSˆ is simply PrSˆ . One easily finds
pSˆ = fbˆ(,†) [ν
2n¯+ µ2(1 + n¯)]. (13)
On the other hand, the measurement outcome PL is a
continuous variable, which means that demanding a par-
ticular outcome has a vanishing probability, and, instead,
we must choose a window of outcomes PL ∈ (−w,w) [51].
The heralding probability of the measurement cases pΥˆ
is then the probability of obtaining an outcome within
this window, i.e., pΥˆ(w) =
∫ w
−w dPLPrΥˆ(PL). After some
computation,
pΥˆ(w) = fbˆ(,†)
{
[ν2m¯+ µ2(1 + m¯) + λ2σ2L]erf(w/
√
2σ2L)
−2λ2σ2LwfΥˆ(w)
}
,
(14)
where erf is the error function [52]. The state to which
such a probability corresponds is the statistical mixture
of all states with PL ∈ (−w,w), and is therefore repre-
sented by the R-function
R¯τ,Υˆ(β;w) =
∫ w
−w
dPLRτ,Υˆ(β;PL). (15)
(See Appendix C for the calculation of R¯τ,Υˆ.)
We now define each of the figures of merit used here
to quantify non-classicality. The Wigner negativity δ
of a state is the total integrated negative region of its
normalised W -function. Given a normalised W -function
W = Rτ=1/2 this may be defined thus:
δ =
1
2
(∫
d2β|W (β)| − 1
)
. (16)
The non-classical depth τinf of some state represented by
theR-functionRτ is the infimum of the set of τs such that
Rτ is an acceptable probability distribution. Being an
acceptable probability distribution may be defined quite
abstractly, but in our case we require only to check the
two most basic properties: that Rτ be integrable and
non-negative. Then, given an R-function Rτ , the non-
classical depth may be defined thus:
τinf = inf {τ : Rτ is integrable and non-negative} . (17)
Finally, the fidelity with the general cat state |cat〉 =
N
−1/2
cat [|βcat〉 + exp(iφcat)| − βcat〉], where Ncat = 2[1 +
exp(−2|βcat|2) cosφcat], is F = 〈cat|ρ|cat〉. The optimal
fidelity is found by maximising the fidelity over βcat and
φcat. In our case it follows from symmetry that the op-
timal cat state has <βcat = 0 and φcat = pi, and so we
5require only to optimise over =βcat. In Ref. [53] it is
shown that the fidelity with a cat state is closely related
to the Q-function. Following the treatment therein, we
may define our optimal fidelity of a state represented by
the normalised Q-function Q = Rτ=1 thus:
F = max
βcat
pi
Ncat
[
Q(βcat) +Q(−βcat)
− 2< exp(−2|βcat|2)Q(βcat)|β∗cat 7→−β∗cat
]
,
(18)
where it is assumed that <βcat = 0 [54].
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Suppose for the moment that we may select PL = 0.
Then the difference between the squeezing cases (6) and
the quadrature measurement cases (12) lies in the differ-
ence between the thermal occupation n¯ and the effective
thermal occupation m¯, and the difference between the
squeezing parameter r and the effective squeezing pa-
rameter ξ. Supposing also that n¯ = 0, the quadrature
measurement cases are then qualitatively identical to the
squeezing cases and it is therefore pertinent to compare
these two cases via the identification
ξ = r. (19)
Note, however, that for n¯ = 0 the cases Sˆbˆ and Υˆbˆ have a
heralding probability of zero, i.e., bˆ◦ρn¯=0 = bˆ|0〉〈0|bˆ† = 0.
In Fig. 3 we plot two example W -functions for each
of the eight cases in Eq. (2): one for n¯ = 0 and one for
n¯ = 1. (We will discuss behaviour with n¯ more gener-
ally below.) For these plots we have set fbˆ(,†) = 10
−2,
and the quadrature measurement window (−w,w) has
been chosen such that pΥˆ(w) = 10
−4. In the left-most
column we have plotted the two initial states used: the
ground state (n¯ = 0), and a small thermal state (n¯ = 1).
The six cases for n¯ = 0 that have a non-zero heralding
probability are equivalent and have Wigner negativity
δ|1〉 = 2e−1/2−1 ≈ 0.2. This value is equal to the Wigner
negativity of a single quanta Fock state |1〉 [44] and we
henceforth scale Wigner negativity by δ|1〉 as an aid to
intuition. The eight cases acting on the n¯ = 1 thermal
state show quite different phase-space features compared
to the states prepared by acting on the ground state.
Firstly, we note that the four cases that use bˆ† show re-
gions of significant Wigner negativity and resemble a cat
state, whereas the four other cases which use bˆ do not
generate negativity for this thermal occupation. We also
see that, now for finite thermal occupation, the cases Sˆbˆ
and Υˆbˆ have a finite heralding probability and generate
states which are approximately Gaussian. Reversing the
order of the operations for these two cases, i.e., perform-
ing bˆSˆ and bˆΥˆ, generates a non-Gaussian distribution,
which however shows no negativity owing to the initial
thermal occupation. Note that bˆΥˆ in comparison to bˆSˆ
has a deeper dip in the centre of phase-space, which be-
comes negative if the thermal occupation is reduced.
In Fig. 4(a) we plot the Wigner negativity (Eq. (16))
of the states generated by our eight cases as a function of
the squeezing parameter and measurement strength for
an initial thermal state with n¯ = 1. It is evident that
the operation bˆ†Υˆ gives the deepest negativity. This is
because performing a quadrature measurement first pu-
rifies the state before the negativity is generated by the
phonon addition operation. If instead phonon subtrac-
tion is performed after the quadrature measurement, i.e.,
case bˆΥˆ, then we see that the measurement strength must
exceed a threshold for Wigner negativity to be generated.
The value of this threshold is reduced by decreasing the
initial thermal occupation. In the limiting case of large
measurement strength both bˆ†Υˆ and bˆΥˆ will converge and
asymptote to δ|1〉. The case Υˆbˆ† shows a non-monotonic
behaviour in the Wigner negativity owing to the trade-
off between state purification, which dominates for small
χ, and the ‘filtering’ of the position distribution as χ in-
creases. The last quadrature measurement case, Υˆbˆ, gen-
erates no Wigner negativity. For the squeezing cases, it
is noted that the Wigner negativity of a quantum state
is unchanged by a squeezing operation. Thus, the two
cases, Sˆbˆ(,†), are constant in r. On the other hand, per-
forming bˆ(,†)Sˆ does show a dependence upon r and the
two cases converge in the limit of large r.
In Fig. 4(b) we plot the non-classical depth (Eq. (17))
using the same parameters as in Fig. 4(a). The non-
classical depth quantitatively describes the robustness of
a quantum state to added thermal noise [45] and shows
different trends to Wigner negativity. Of the squeezing
cases, the case bˆ†Sˆ generates a state with maximum non-
classical depth (τinf = 1), which is independent of r. The
operation bˆSˆ approaches this maximum value for large
squeezing and also shows a threshold behaviour similar to
the state’s Wigner negativity. Unlike Wigner negativity,
however, the non-classical depth of a quantum state is
affected by squeezing. Indeed, we see that the cases Sˆbˆ†
and Sˆbˆ asymptote to τinf = 1/2 from the maximum τinf =
1 and the minimum τinf = 0 respectively. The cases using
quadrature measurement are qualitatively similar to the
cases using squeezing, but with the important exception
that they generate similar non-classical depths for smaller
values of the measurement strength in comparison to the
(deterministic) squeezing parameter.
It is instructive to compare Fig. 4(a) with Fig. 4(b), for
Wigner negativity and non-classical depth are comple-
mentary but not equivalent measures of non-classicality.
One important property to note is that the Wigner nega-
tivity is non-zero when the non-classical depth is greater
than 1/2. It is also important to note that the asymp-
totic behaviour is very different for these two measures
of non-classicality, and having a large non-classical depth
does not guarantee a large Wigner negativity. A strik-
ing example is the case bˆ†Sˆ which gives the maximum
non-classical depth yet has a comparatively small Wigner
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FIG. 3: (Colour online.) Plots of example Wigner functions of states generated by our scheme. The first column contains the
W -functions for initial thermal states with n¯ = 0 and 1 as indicated. The other plots show the W -function after application of
one of the eight cases in Eq. (2). Note that the cases Sˆbˆ and Υˆbˆ are not included for n¯ = 0 because bˆ ◦ ρn¯=0 = bˆ|0〉〈0|bˆ† = 0.
The horizontal and vertical axes are the X and P quadratures, respectively, and the span of each is [−6, 6] in every plot. For
these plots, we have chosen: r = 0.5, fbˆ(,†) = 10
−2, and w such that pΥˆ(w) = 10
−4. The measurement strength χ is set by the
relation r = ξ; one has χ ≈ 1.31 for n¯ = 0, and χ ≈ 1.17 for n¯ = 1. We note that all squeezing cases have a total heralding
probability pSˆ of order 10
−2, and all measurement cases require a window w of order 10−2.
FIG. 4: (Colour online.) Plots of our two measures of non-classicality, viz.: (a) Wigner negativity δ scaled by the Wigner
negativity of a single quanta state δ|1〉; (b) non-classical depth τinf. We have chosen n¯ = 1 and otherwise all parameters are as
in Fig. 3.
negativity. On the other hand, the case bˆ†Υˆ has maxi-
mal non-classical depth and also gives the largest Wigner
negativity of our eight cases.
In Fig. 5(a) we plot the optimal fidelity with a cat state
(Eq. (18)). In order for such a fidelity to be meaningful,
one must also verify that the amplitude of the associ-
ated cat state be significant; this is plotted in Fig. 5(b)
and it is evident that for the entire interesting range of
r or χ the amplitude is indeed significant. As stated in
Sec. III, the particular cat state that yields this optimal
fidelity has phase φcat = pi. This is in fact the canonical
cat state |βcat〉 − | − βcat〉, and the fidelity with such a
state is a known indicator of both Wigner negativity and
non-Gaussianity [53]. Although fidelity with a cat state
has limited utility for pure states, since for such states
the fidelity is usually close to unity, it is quite insight-
7FIG. 5: (Colour online.) (a) Plot of the optimal fidelity with
a cat state F , and (b) the corresponding cat-state separation
Pcat = (βcat − β∗cat)/
√
2i. All parameters are as in Fig. 3.
ful for the states with finite impurity considered here.
Optimal fidelity with a cat state also has one important
qualitative difference to both Wigner negativity and non-
classical depth: pronounced non-monotonicity. As r → 0
all cases converge to the same non-vanishing value, and
as r → ∞ the optimal fidelity with a cat state vanishes.
However, in between these limits the various cases sep-
arate and many attain a maximum for non-vanishing r.
This general behaviour is indicative of an extra compe-
tition with the fact that the overlap of the peaks with a
cat state decreases as the squeezing or effective squeezing
increases. Overall, one sees that the squeezing and mea-
surement cases do not behave qualitatively differently,
but the measurement cases fare considerably better quan-
titatively. We attribute this to the purification effected
by measurement. In harmony with both Wigner nega-
tivity and non-classical depth, it is easily seen that the
wisest choice to create a state most similar to a cat state
is bˆ†Υˆ.
Having established that bˆ†Υˆ maximises all three of our
figures of merit for all initial thermal occupations, it is
accordant to consider how well this case performs in gen-
eral, i.e., over the full range of both r and n¯: see Fig. 6(a).
It is apparent that given an occupation n¯ there is a par-
ticular χ for which the optimal fidelity with a cat state
attains a maximum.
Examining the optimal fidelity with a cat state is use-
ful to highlight the advantage of quadrature measurement
over squeezing when the initial state is impure. For ex-
ample, for n¯ = 1 we can achieve F ≈ 0.67 by using the
FIG. 6: (Colour online.) (a) Plot of the optimal fidelity with
a cat state for the case bˆ†Υˆ vs. r and n¯. Lines of constant χ
are included (recall that χ is determined via ξ = r). The solid
line labeled ‘max.’ is the maximum in r for given n¯. Fig. 5(a)
case bˆ†Υˆ corresponds to a slice along n¯ = 1 as indicated by the
dashed line. (b) Plot of the optimal fidelity with a squeezed
single quanta state for case bˆ†Υˆ vs. r and n¯ using Eq. (20).
operation bˆ†Υˆ, which may be compared with F ≈ 0.31
for the operation bˆSˆ. It should be noted, however, that
our scheme can in fact generate states that have a high
fidelity with a squeezed single quanta state, Sˆ(s) |1〉, even
in the presence of significant initial thermal occupation.
For the case bˆ†Υˆ we need not use a window as the quadra-
ture measurement is performed first and outcomes differ-
ent to zero may be redressed by feedback. For this op-
eration, the optimal fidelity with Sˆ(s) |1〉 is achieved for
s = ξ and one finds
F =
cosh2 ξ + 2[m¯/(1 + m¯)]2 sinh2 ξ
(1 + m¯) cosh2 ξ + m¯ sinh2 ξ
. (20)
In the limit χ → 0 one has the fidelity of a thermal
8state with a single quanta state |1〉, i.e. limχ→0 F =
1/(1 + n¯). On the other hand, in the limit χ → ∞ the
effective thermal occupation asymptotes to zero, m¯ →
0, and hence F → 1 regardless of the initial thermal
occupation n¯. In Fig. 6(b) we plot F vs. both r and n¯.
An impressively large area with high fidelity is apparent.
V. EXPERIMENTAL FEASIBILITY
Our scheme can be implemented in a number of differ-
ent quantum optical systems by combining current state-
of-the-art techniques. For instance, the cavity-based spin
ensemble experiment detailed in Ref. [24] is very well
suited to implementing our scheme by additionally per-
forming spin squeezing measurements, which is a well es-
tablished technique [20–22]. For an opto-mechanical re-
alization there are many different physical systems that
could be employed including, photonic crystal cavities
and micro-toroids [6]. We will describe another example
approach here using a bulk-acoustic-wave (BAW) vibra-
tion in a high-reflectivity mirror forming part of a Fabry-
Perot cavity and discuss a parameter set similar to that
used in Refs. [29, 34]. Such mechanical BAW modes have
also been considered in Ref. [55] and experimentally stud-
ied in Ref. [56]. For the setup shown in Fig. 2(a) there are
a number of requirements that need to be met simultane-
ously. We consider a mechanical resonator with a BAW
resonance of ω/2pi = 100 MHz and an effective mass of
10 ng. A QND position measurement can be performed
by using a small-mode-volume high-bandwidth cavity to
allow for pulsed interactions. We consider a micro-Fabry-
Perot design operating at 1064 nm with a cavity length of
532 nm. For a finesse of 1.4×104 this gives a cavity decay
rate 100 times larger than ω thus allowing for rapid po-
sition measurements. For a pulsed interaction with 109
photons this gives a mechanical position measurement
strength χ ≈ 1.0. Phonon addition and subtraction can
be performed with a second 7.5 mm cavity, which for a
finesse of 104 gives a cavity linewidth 100 times smaller
than ω thus allowing the optomechanical sidebands to
be clearly separated for photon counting. We would also
like to note that a QND position measurement can also
be implemented with a two-toned drive on this longrt
cavity [6], which offers an alternate route to implement
our scheme using a single cavity. Importantly, the me-
chanical oscillator should be cyrogenically cooled to min-
imise thermal decoherence. With cryogenic cooling to
300 mK, the mechanical oscillator will have a thermal
occupation of n¯ ≈ 60, and so some simple laser precool-
ing [6] can be employed by driving the red sideband of
the longer cavity before implementing our protocol. At
this temperature a modest mechanical quality factor of
104 gives n¯bath/Q < 10
−2, thus the mechanical oscilla-
tor will undergo a very small amount of decoherence for
several hundred mechanical periods. Thermal decoher-
ence smooths the phase-space distribution of the quan-
tum state prepared and reduces any non-classicality. We
have quantified and discussed this effect in more detail
in Appendix D, which can be readily incorporated into
the mathematical framework used here. It should also be
noted that the precise linear measurements utilised here
also provide a route to perform quantum state recon-
struction [57] by measurement of the mechanical quadra-
ture marginals.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Building on the success of non-classical state genera-
tion via squeezing and photon addition and subtraction
in optics we propose and analyze the use of QND quadra-
ture measurements in combination with single quanta ad-
dition and subtraction. This opens an avenue to generate
non-classical states in massive bosonic systems, such as
the motion of mechanical oscillators and spin-ensembles.
Unlike optical fields, experiments in such systems face
the challenge of initial thermal occupation, and it is a
non-trivial task to identify which permutation of QND
quadrature measurement and single photon addition or
subtraction generates the strongest non-classicality. A
key advantage of using measurement instead of squeezing
is that it provides purification in addition to squeezing,
thus offering more resilience to initial thermal occupa-
tion. Indeed, of the eight cases we have considered here,
we find that the operation bˆ†Υˆ provides the strongest
Wigner negativity, maximises the non-classical depth,
and attains the largest optimal fidelity with a cat state.
Our scheme can be immediately applied in atomic spin
ensemble and optomechanics experiments where it can be
useful for the development of quantum technologies, e.g.,
quantum sensing, and for probing fundamental physics
by empirically studying decoherence mechanisms. Other
further work in this direction could include a treatment of
multiple operations, instead of a sequence of two, during
the open-system dynamics using a quantum trajectory
approach.
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Appendix A: List of the constants ν, µ, and λ for
each case
Here we list the expressions for ν, µ, and λ as intro-
duced in Eqs. (6) and (12) that correspond to the eight
cases in Eq. (2). For Sˆbˆ
ν = 1, µ = 0, and λ = 0; (A1)
for Sˆbˆ†
ν = 0, µ = 1, and λ = 0; (A2)
for bˆSˆ
ν = cosh r, µ = − sinh r, and λ = 0; (A3)
for bˆ†Sˆ
ν = − sinh r, µ = cosh r, and λ = 0; (A4)
for Υˆbˆ
ν = cosh ξ +
χ2
2
e−ξ,
µ = − sinh ξ + χ
2
2
e−ξ, and
λ = − χ√
2
+ (1 + χ2)ζe−ξ;
(A5)
for Υˆbˆ†
ν = − sinh ξ − χ
2
2
e−ξ,
µ = cosh ξ − χ
2
2
e−ξ, and
λ =
χ√
2
+ (1− χ2)ζe−ξ;
(A6)
for bˆΥˆ
ν = cosh ξ, µ = − sinh ξ, and λ = ζe−ξ; (A7)
for bˆ†Υˆ
ν = − sinh ξ, µ = cosh ξ, and λ = ζe−ξ. (A8)
Appendix B: Calculation of the R-function
representing Sˆ(ξ)Dˆ(ζPL)(νbˆ+ µbˆ
† + λPL) ◦ ρm¯
As the form Sˆ(ξ)Dˆ(ζPL)(νbˆ + µbˆ
† + λPL) ◦ ρm¯ sug-
gests, we calculate its R-function representation, which
we denote Rτ,ξ,ζ,m¯,ν,µ,λ, in three stages: (i) we calculate
the effect of νbˆ+ µbˆ† + λPL; (ii) the effect of Sˆ; (iii) the
effect of Dˆ. We save the displacement operator for last
as its effect is trivial and only important for the mea-
surement cases. In order to do the calculation in this
order, however, we must reverse the order of squeezing
and displacement: Sˆ(ξ)Dˆ(ζPL) = Dˆ(ζξPL)Sˆ(ξ) where
ζξ = ζ cosh ξ − ζ sinh ξ.
(i) The effect of νbˆ+ µbˆ† + λPL is most readily found
by focusing on the P -function. This is because the P -
function is an integral expansion in coherent states and
the action of any polynomial in bˆ and bˆ† on a coher-
ent state may be rewritten as a differential operator
on the same, thus affording a derivation of the resul-
tant P -function by means of integration by parts. It
is convenient for this purpose to introduce the so-called
Bargmann coherent state ||β〉 = exp(βbˆ†)|0〉, in terms of
which the usual coherent state is |β〉 = exp(|β|2/2)||β〉.
The defining equation for a P -function given a density
matrix ρ then becomes
ρ =
∫
d2β exp(−|β|2)P (β)||β〉〈β||. (B1)
The utility of the Bargmann coherent state is due to the
fact that it satisfies the following three relations:
bˆ||β〉 = β||β〉, bˆ†||β〉 = ∂
∂β
||β〉, and ∂
∂β∗
||β〉 = 0. (B2)
The action of (νbˆ+µbˆ†+λPL) on ρm¯ results in nine terms.
As an example, let us calculate the P -function that rep-
resents bˆρm¯bˆ (recall that the P -function representing a
thermal state ρm¯ is Pm¯(β) = (pim¯)
−1 exp(−|β|2/m¯)):
bˆρm¯bˆ =
∫
d2β exp(−|β|2)Pm¯(β)bˆ||β〉〈β||bˆ (B3)
=
∫
d2β exp(−|β|2)Pm¯(β)β||β〉
[
∂
∂β∗
〈β||
]
(B4)
= −
∫
d2β
[
∂
∂β∗
exp(−|β|2)Pm¯(β)β||β〉
]
〈β||
(B5)
=
∫
d2β
1 + m¯
m¯
β exp(−|β|2)Pm¯(β)β||β〉〈β|| (B6)
=
∫
d2β
1 + m¯
m¯
β2Pm¯(β)|β〉〈β|, (B7)
whence the P -function that represents bˆρm¯bˆ is [(1 +
m¯)/m¯]β2Pm¯(β). Altogether, the final result for the P -
function that represents (νbˆ+ µbˆ† + λPL) ◦ ρm¯ is
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Pm¯,ν,µ,λ(β;PL) =
[
ν2|β|2 + µ2(1 + m¯) (1 + m¯)|β|
2 − m¯
m¯2
+ λ2P 2L
+νµ
1 + m¯
m¯
(β2 + β∗2) + νλPL(β + β∗) + µλPL
1 + m¯
m¯
(β + β∗)
]
Pm¯(β).
(B8)
Note that the normalisation is not unity but rather ν2m¯+
µ2(1 + m¯) + λ2P 2L .
(ii) The effect of Sˆ is simplest when considering the
W -function, for which it simply rescales a certain pair of
axes; in our case <β and =β by eξ and e−ξ respectively.
Let us call <β = x and =β = y and rewrite Pm¯,ν,µ,λ in
the form [58]
Pm¯,ν,µ,λ(β;PL)
=
∞∑
n,m=0
pn,m(PL)
∂n
∂xn
∂m
∂ym
g0,σx(x)g0,σy (y)
(B9)
where pn,m are constants and gµ,σ is a Gaussian with
mean µ and variance σ2;
gµ,σ(x) = (2piσ
2)−1/2 exp[−(x− µ)2/(2σ2)]. (B10)
In our case, 2σ2x = 2σ
2
y = m¯ and the only non-vanishing
constants pn,m are the following:
p0,0(PL) = ν
2m¯+ µ2(1 + m¯) + λ2P 2L ;
p1,0(PL) = −νλPLm¯− µλPL(1 + m¯);
p2,0(PL) =
1
4ν
2m¯2 + 14µ
2(1 + m¯)2 + 12νµm¯(1 + m¯);
p0,2(PL) =
1
4ν
2m¯2 + 14µ
2(1 + m¯)2 − 12νµm¯(1 + m¯).
(B11)
From Eq. (4), the W -function that corresponds to the
P -function Pm¯,ν,µ,λ is obtained via a double convolu-
tion with g
0,
√
1/2
g
0,
√
1/2
. Using the theorem presented
in Ref. [59], this yields
Wm¯,ν,µ,λ(β;PL)
=
∞∑
n,m=0
wn,m(PL)
∂n
∂xn
∂m
∂ym
g0,σWx (x)g0,σWy (y)
(B12)
where wn,m = pn,m and 2(σ
W
x )
2 = 2(σWy )
2 = 12 + m¯.
The effect of Sˆ may then be written Wξ,m¯,ν,µ,λ(β;PL) =
Wm¯,ν,µ,λ(β;PL)|x 7→xeξ,y 7→ye−ξ :
Wξ,m¯,ν,µ,λ(β;PL)
=
∞∑
n,m=0
wξn,m(PL)
∂n
∂xn
∂m
∂ym
g0,σξx(x)g0,σξy (y)
(B13)
where wξn,m = e
−(n−m)ξwn,m, 2(σξx)
2 = ( 12 +m¯)e
−2ξ, and
2(σξy)
2 = ( 12 + m¯)e
2ξ.
(iii) The effect of Dˆ regarding any quasi-probability
distribution is simply to shift the origin by ζξPL, and
the R-funtion that represents Wξ,m¯,ν,µ,λ is obtained via a
double convolution with g
0,
√
(τ− 12 )/2
g
0,
√
(τ− 12 )/2
. Thus,
again using the theorem presented in Ref. [59], the R-
function that represents Dˆ(ζξPL)Sˆ(ξ)(νbˆ+µbˆ
†+λPL)◦ρm¯
is
Rτ,ξ,ζ,m¯,ν,µ,λ(β;PL)
=
∞∑
n,m=0
rn,m(PL)
∂n
∂xn
∂m
∂ym
gζξPL,στx (x)g0,στy (y),
(B14)
where rn,m = w
ξ
n,m and
2(στx)
2 = ( 12 + m¯)e
−2ξ + τ − 12 and (B15)
2(στy )
2 = ( 12 + m¯)e
2ξ + τ − 12 . (B16)
Appendix C: Calculation of the R-function
representing∫ w
−w dPL[
√
fΥˆ(PL)Sˆ(ξ)Dˆ(ζPL)(νbˆ+ µbˆ
† + λPL) ◦ ρm¯]
In Sec. B is presented the R-function represent-
ing Sˆ(ξ)Dˆ(ζPL)(νbˆ + µbˆ
† + λPL) ◦ ρm¯], namely,
Rτ,ξ,ζ,m¯,ν,µ,λ. Using this result, the R-function represent-
ing
∫ w
−w dPL[
√
fΥˆ(PL)Sˆ(ξ)Dˆ(ζPL)(νbˆ+µbˆ
†+ λPL) ◦ ρm¯]
may be written
R¯τ,ξ,ζ,m¯,ν,µ,λ(β;w)
=
∫ w
−w
dPLfΥˆ(PL)Rτ,ξ,ζ,m¯,ν,µ,λ(β;PL).
(C1)
The following evaluation of this integral uses the same
formalism as in Sec. B, only since now the integral is over
a sub-domain of R boundary terms appear. Suppose we
may expand thus
fΥˆ(PL)rn,m(PL) =
∞∑
l=0
rn,m,l
∂l
∂P lL
g0,σL(PL) (C2)
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where rn,m,l are constants. In our case, the only non-
vanishing constants rn,m,l are the following:
r0,0,0 = ν
2m¯+ µ2(1 + m¯) + λ2σ2L;
r0,0,2 = λ
2σ4L;
r1,0,1 = e
−ξ[νλm¯+ µλ(1 + m¯)]σ2L;
r2,0,0 = e
−2ξ[ 14ν
2m¯2 + 14µ
2(1 + m¯)2 + 12νµm¯(1 + m¯)];
r0,2,0 = e
2ξ[ 14ν
2m¯2 + 14µ
2(1 + m¯)2 − 12νµm¯(1 + m¯)].
(C3)
Then the expression for R¯τ,ξ,ζ,m¯,ν,µ,λ becomes
R¯τ,ξ,ζ,m¯,ν,µ,λ(β;w) =
∞∑
n,m,l=0
rn,m,l
∂n
∂xn
∂m
∂ym
[∫ w
−w
dPL
∂lg0,σL(PL)
∂P lL
gζξPL,σx(x)
]
g0,σy (y). (C4)
Let’s focus on the integral in brackets:
I =
∫ w
−w
dPL
∂lg0,σL(PL)
∂P lL
gζξPL,σx(x). (C5)
Performing integration by parts l times yields
I =
[
l−1∑
k=0
(−1)k ∂
l−1−kg0,σL(PL)
∂P l−1−kL
∂kgζξPL,σx(x)
∂P kL
]w
PL=−w
+ (−1)l
∫ w
−w
dPLg0,σL(PL)
∂lgζξPL,σx(x)
∂P lL
.
(C6)
The last term here may be computed by, firstly, ex-
ploiting the peculiar fact that (∂k/∂P kL )gζξPL,σx(x) =
(−ζξ)k(∂k/∂xk)gζξPL,σx(x), whereby one may swap the
order of integration and differentiation, and then, sec-
ondly, applying 2.33.1 in Ref. [60]:
(−1)l
∫ w
−w
dPLg0,σL(PL)
∂lgζξPL,σx(x)
∂P lL
= −(ζξ)l ∂
l
∂xl
Gς2ζξPL,ςσx(x)g0,ςζξσL(x)
(C7)
where ς2 = 1 + (σx/ζξσL)
2 and Gµ,σ is the primitive of
gµ,σ;
Gµ,σ(x) =
∫
dxgµ,σ(x) =
1
2 erf[(x− µ)/
√
2σ2]. (C8)
Thus, altogether we have
R¯τ,ξ,ζ,m¯,ν,µ,λ(β;w) =
∞∑
n,m,l=0
rn,m,l
∂n
∂xn
∂m
∂ym
[
l−1∑
k=0
(ζξ)
k ∂
l−1−kg0,σL(PL)
∂P l−1−kL
∂kgζξPL,στx (x)
∂xk
− (ζξ)l ∂
l
∂xl
Gς2ζξPL,ςστx (x)g0,ςζξσL(x)
]w
PL=−w
g0,στy (y).
(C9)
Appendix D: On the effect of thermal heating
During our protocol, coupling of the system of interest
to its surrounding thermal bath will cause an inevitable
amount of decoherence. This has the effect of smoothing
the phase-space distribution and reducing any negativity
or non-classicality. In this appendix we discuss how this
effect can be quantified using our framework.
Of the operations in our scheme, addition or subtrac-
tion, bˆ(,†), takes by far the longest time to perform. As
described in Ref. [34] this operation is achieved in the re-
solved sideband regime and requires an interaction time
of many mechanical periods (of order 100). By con-
trast, a quadrature measurement, Υˆ, is performed over
a timescale which is much shorter than a mechanical pe-
riod. Thus, the principal contribution of thermal de-
coherence will occur during the action of bˆ(,†) and we
neglect decoherence during Υˆ.
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The mechanical rethermalisation rate is n¯bathγ (n¯bath:
thermal occupation of the bath; γ: mechanical damping
rate) and thus a useful dimensionless constant is n¯bath/Q,
which approximates the decoherence per mechanical pe-
riod (Q: mechanical quality factor). We may therefore
quantify the thermal decoherence during the action of
bˆ(,†) as τth ≈ NT × n¯bath/Q—the number of thermal
quanta ‘added’ during bˆ(,†), where NT is the interaction
time in mechanical periods and is of order 100 as de-
scribed above. Clearly, we require τth  1 in order for
our protocol to generate non-classicality. We have dis-
cussed in the main text that for modest experimental
parameters one may achieve n¯bath/Q < 10
−2, for which
this condition is satisfied.
The formalism we employ readily affords a simple
model of thermal decoherence. Since the decoherence due
to thermal heating is assumed to be small we may treat
it as a perturbation to the ideal evolution that effects
bˆ(,†). Therefore, the evolution may be separated and the
full dynamics approximated by first applying bˆ(,†) and
then performing partial rethermalisation by ‘adding’ τth
thermal quanta. The operation that describes adding τth
thermal quanta to some state ρ is [61]∫
d2β
piτth
exp(−|β|2/τth)Dˆ(β)ρDˆ†(β). (D1)
(One may derive this by adiabatically eliminating the
bath, treating the decoherence as a perturbation, and
finally assuming that the thermal occupation of the bath
is much greater than unity, which allows the bath to be
treated classically). For the R-function that represents ρ,
this becomes a convolution with a Gaussian of variance
τth/2. Hence,
Rτ 7→
thermal
heating
Rτ+τth . (D2)
(This observation is in fact the motivation for interpret-
ing the non-classical depth as the average number of ther-
mal quanta required to eliminate negativity.) Thus, the
formalism used here with the R-function allows one to
readily incorporate thermal heating into expressions such
as Eqs. (B14) and (C9). Considering, for example, the
case bˆ†Υˆ, the effect of a non-vanishing τth is simply to
smoothen the phase-space distribution, and reduce the
non-classical depth by τth.
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